New PacketShaper Release Provides Application Accountability
for Regaining Network Control and Enabling Quality
New User Workspace Integrates Real-Time Visibility with Application
Intelligence and Policy-Based Control for Next Step in Application Delivery
Networks
New Delhi, India, September 22, 2009 – Blue Coat Systems, Inc. (Nasdaq: BCSI), the
technology leader in Application Delivery Networking, today announced an enhanced
version of software for its Blue Coat® PacketShaper® appliances. PacketShaper 8.5
appliances provide a new level of tightly integrated application visibility, enhanced
application intelligence and policy-based control that together bring application
accountability to the enterprise network. Application accountability enables businesses to
better assure the quality of bandwidth-hungry business-critical applications and
communication, including telephony and video conferencing, while controlling usage of
progressively more taxing recreational applications.
The new PacketShaper 8.5 release uses integrated workflows to enable more detailed
application understanding with real-time monitoring, historical reporting and policy-based
QoS controls. It provides an intuitive, fully integrated workspace that visually shows critical
application behavior and displays the immediate effect of applied QoS through an intuitive
user interface. Similar applications can be automatically grouped together in class of
service categories, such as peer-to-peer (P2P), games or instant messaging, for ease of
management. In addition, PacketShaper appliances now provide more granular visibility
and control over voice, video and virtualized applications.
"Despite the many types of security appliances and packet filters on the market,
application identification and control continue to be an Achilles heel for large
organizations," said Jon Oltsik, principal analyst at the Enterprise Strategy Group. "Blue
Coat's new release of PacketShaper addresses this issue by providing concise analysis of
the actual application traffic traversing the network and offering management tools for
application control. Armed with these capabilities, IT and security professionals can make
intelligent decisions about controlling applications."
Application Accountability
Application accountability is now possible due to the combination of existing
PacketShaper technology with the addition of integrated workflows. The result is
application visibility based on greater application intelligence, including understanding
application behavior over a period of time and across a flow of packets rather than basing
an assessment on a single packet at a single instance of time. It also takes into
consideration peaks or surges in bandwidth demands as well as the sustained or average
consumption and behavior and overcomes the limitations of conventional deep packet
inspection.

Based on more detailed application visibility, application accountability provides enhanced
quality for important applications, including voice, video and real-time sessions. It also
manages applications to allotted bandwidth consumption and prevents them from
impinging on the performance of other applications due to unexpected surges or changes
in behavior. The PacketShaper administrator workspace uses integrated workflows to
display real-time graphing of applications running across the network, including peak
bandwidth demands. The graphs also show the immediate effect of bandwidth
management when it is applied.
“Businesses need to understand what applications are consuming network capacity so
that they can align network resources with business priorities,” said Jeff Barker, Vice
President of Solutions and Technical Marketing, Blue Coat. “PacketShaper appliances
now provide Application accountability to enhance the quality of business-critical
applications and communication while providing the means for companies to regain
network control.”
Precision in Managing Virtualized Desktops
PacketShaper 8.5 adds the capability to specifically identify and manage network traffic
from VMware View Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) applications on a granular basis.
PacketShaper appliances, with this new software release, can prevent VDI set-up and
downloads from temporarily dominating WAN capacity. At the same time, used in
conjunction with Blue Coat® ProxySG® appliances, they can dramatically reduce the
amount of time to load a virtualized desktop onto a remote computer in a branch office.
With the new release, PacketShaper appliances can now distinguish between the various
VMware operations, including, configuration and login, offline desktop downloads and
synchronization and VDI Remote desktop streaming. Through more granular visibility and
control, PacketShaper appliances help latency-sensitive interactive streaming sessions
work as intended, while set-up and large downloads do not monopolize the Wide Area
Network (WAN) and prevent other traffic from flowing as expected.
Enhanced Intelligence: Auto-Discovery of VoIP Handsets and Soft Phones
PacketShaper 8.5 can automatically identify voice traffic and distinguish between different
devices or applications using voice, even if the same protocols and codec are used for
both. For instance, PacketShaper can distinguish between a call using a specific make or
model of an enterprise VoIP phone system and a consumer voice application, such as
email or instant messaging with voice support. Policies to support quality of voice calls
can now be applied to the enterprise phone system rather than to individual software
applications used by employees. In addition, the new PacketShaper release offers the
ability to specifically identify and manage voice and video within Microsoft Live Meeting or
Office Communications Server (OCS).
Application Accountability Advances Application Delivery Networks
Blue Coat PacketShaper appliances, combined with ProxySG appliances, are the
foundation of an Application Delivery Network for optimizing and securing the flow of
information to any user on any network, anywhere. Application Delivery Networks start
with application visibility to determine exactly what is running over the WAN or Internet
gateway and treat it according to policy. The ability to determine the exact application and
whether it is business-critical, recreational or malicious is essential to maintaining the
quality of important applications while managing or curtailing recreational or malicious
ones. The new ability for PacketShaper to provide application accountability advances

application visibility and control to more fully deliver the value of an Application Delivery
Network.
Availability
PacketShaper 8.5 will be available in September 2009 as a free software upgrade to
existing PacketShaper customers with current support contracts.

About Blue Coat Systems
Blue Coat Systems is the technology leader in Application Delivery Networking. Blue
Coat offers an Application Delivery Network Infrastructure that provides the visibility,
acceleration and security required to optimize and secure the flow of information to any
user, on any network, anywhere. This application intelligence enables enterprises to
tightly align network investments with business requirements, speed decision making and
secure business applications for long-term competitive advantage. For additional
information, please visit www.bluecoat.com.
###

FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS: The statements contained in this press release
that are not purely historical are forward-looking statements, including statements
regarding Blue Coat Systems’ expectations, beliefs, intentions or strategies regarding the
future, and including statements regarding the capabilities and expected performance of
Blue Coat Systems’ products. All forward-looking statements included in this press
release are based upon information available to Blue Coat Systems as of the date hereof,
and Blue Coat Systems assumes no obligation to update any such forward-looking
statements. Forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties, which could
cause actual results to differ materially from those projected. These and other risks
relating to Blue Coat Systems’ business are set forth in Blue Coat Systems’ Form 10-K for
the fiscal year ended April 30, 2009, filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Blue Coat, ProxySG, PacketShaper and the Blue Coat logo are registered trademarks or
trademarks of Blue Coat Systems, Inc. and/or its affiliates in the United States and certain other
countries. All other trademarks mentioned in this document are the property of their respective
owners.
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